The HLA profiles of mixed connective tissue disease differ distinctly from the profiles of clinically related connective tissue diseases.
The Norwegian nationwide MCTD cohort was established to obtain unbiased data on key disease issues, and thereby reappraise the concept of MCTD. In the current study, the aims were to obtain detailed HLA profile data on the large Norwegian MCTD cohort and compare these with the HLA profiles of ethnically matched healthy controls and related CTD controls. HLA profiles, determined by sequence-based typing of HLA-B* and DRB1*, were compared between four control groups of Norwegian ancestry, SLE (n = 96), SSc (n = 95), PM/DM (n = 84), healthy individuals (n = 282), the complete MCTD cohort (n = 155) and MCTD subsets defined by key clinical parameters. HLA-B*08 [odds ratio (OR) 2.05, P = 1.31 × 10(-4)) and DRB1*04:01 (OR 2.82, P = 3.64 × 10(-8)) were identified as risk alleles for MCTD, while DRB1*04:04, DRB1*13:01 and DRB1*13:02 were protective. Risk alleles for SLE and PM/DM were B*08 and DRB1*03:01. SSc risk was associated with DRB1*08:01. Analyses of MCTD subsets identified B*18 [OR 3.32 (95% CI 1.38, 8.01)] and DRB1*03:01 [OR 1.83 (95% CI 1.03, 3.25)] as independent risk factors for lung fibrosis. Novel HLA alleles associated with MCTD and disease subsets were identified and DRB1*04:01 was confirmed as a major risk allele. Altogether, the data reinforce the notion of MCTD as a disease entity distinct from SLE, SSc and PM/DM.